Abstract: Mobile application is important for all the smart phone users to play or perform different tasks. There are large numbers of mobile application developers who develop mobile applications. For some developers, these mobile applications are their only means of earning income. Due to this reason, there is competition among these developers to earn more income. They earn income by ranking their mobile applications higher on charts and online review. Following this, they earn more revenue. But, instead of being dependent such traditional techniques to boost their mobile applications, developers do many advertisements to promote their applications in order to get the higher downloads and revenue. But, instead of being dependent such traditional marketing solutions, the fake application developers used some fraudulent techniques to boost their applications and also manipulate the charts rankings on an application store. This is done by using “bot farms” or “human water armies” to inflate the application downloads, ratings and reviews in a very small time. For example, an article from VentureBeat [1] reported that, when an application was launched with the help of ranking manipulation, it could be jumped from number 1,800 to the top 25 in Apple’s top free leader board and larger than 50,000-100,000 new users could be acquired within a couple of days. In fact, such ranking fraud raises great concerns to the mobile application industry.
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I. Introduction:

There are many mobile applications that have grown at very higher rate over past few years. For example: - at the end of April 2015 there were more than 1.9 million applications at Apple’s application store and Google play store. For provoking the development of applications, many application stores provided daily application leader boards, which gave a chart of ranking of most popular applications. For promoting the mobile applications the application leader board is one of the most important ways. The application which has the higher rank on the leader board usually gives the huge number of downloads and million dollars in revenue. Hence, to have their applications ranked as high as possible in such application leader board the application developers does many advertisements to promote their applications in order to get the higher downloads and revenue. But, instead of being dependent such traditional marketing solutions, the fake application developers used some fraudulent techniques to boost their applications and also manipulate the charts rankings on an application store. This is done by using “bot farms” or “human water armies” to inflate the application downloads, ratings and reviews in a very small time. For example, an article from VentureBeat [1] reported that, when an application was launched with the help of ranking manipulation, it could be jumped from number 1,800 to the top 25 in Apple’s top free leader board and larger than 50,000-100,000 new users could be acquired within a couple of days. In fact, such ranking fraud raises great concerns to the mobile application industry.

II. Related Work:

The related works of this study consist of spam detection, which contains the web ranking spam refers to rank the selected web pages which belongs to the web site that we have to rank. As there are large numbers of web sites are available, so each developer of website wants higher rank of their website. That fraudulent website ranking spam detection is encountered. Another task is related to the online review spam. When the users buy any product or applications they can give their review, so that review may be fraudulent by the developer. Such Fraud review spams are detected, and the latest fraud is related to the mobile applications.

III. Methodology:

To highlight such problem, in this paper, we have to develop a ranking fraud detection system for mobile applications. To cover such a problem we have to decide the ranking fraud. As the ranking fraud not always happen in the whole life duration of a mobile application, so we need to detect the time when fraud happens. In the real world, the huge numbers of mobile applications are developed by the developer; and that why it is difficult to manually detect ranking fraud for each application. Hence it is important to find out the different way that automatically detects ranking fraud without considering any of the benchmark information. The leader board which is chart that display ranking of mobile applications, and due to the dynamic nature of the chart rankings, it is too difficult to identify and
calculate the evidences that are linked with ranking fraud, which motivates us to examine such ranking fraud by considering some ranking fraud patterns of mobile applications as evidences. That’s why, we mainly focus on examining evidences from mobile application historical information like ranking, rating and review records for ranking frauds detection. We also proposed approach that can detect ranking frauds happened in applications historical leading sessions. Fig. 1 shows the framework of ranking fraud detection system for mobile applications.

1) Mining of leading Sessions in mobile Applications:

The leading sessions of a mobile application represent popularity time of mobile application, that the number of users purchases the mobile application, so the ranking manipulation will only take place in these popularity times which is called as leading sessions. Due to this, the problem of detecting ranking fraud is to detect fraudulent leading sessions. Some time mobile application has very low popularity, but that popularity can increases rapidly that session is act as fraudulent leading session and we have to identify such leading session. There are two main phases for mining leading sessions. First, we need to examine leading events from the mobile applications historical ranking information. Second, we need to add adjacent leading events for making the leading sessions.

2) Evidences for Ranking Fraud Detection:

In this section, we study how to extract and combine fraud evidences for ranking fraud detection.

2.1 Evidence Based on Ranking:

The leading session is made up of combining several leading events. For evaluating fraud evidences, we should first identify the basic characteristics of leading events. Then we have to examine the historical ranking information of mobile application, and after examining the historical ranking information we observe the applications ranking behaviors in a leading event that always satisfy a specific ranking phases, which consists of 1) rising phase, 2) maintaining phase and 3) recession phase. Here, in each leading event, the mobile applications ranking first increases to a peak position in the leader board (i.e., rising phase), then it keeps such peak position for a period (i.e., maintaining phase), and after that it is finally decreases till the end of the event (i.e., recession phase).

2.2 Evidences Based on Rating:

The ranking based evidences are helpful for ranking fraud detection. However, sometimes, it is not enough to use only the evidences based on ranking. For e.g., some applications created by the popular developers, such as Gameloft, may have some leading events due to the developers’ credibility and the “word-of-mouth” advertising effect [10]. Further, some of the valid marketing offers, like “limited-time discount”, may also result in significant evidences based on ranking. To handle such a situation, we have to study how to calculate the fraud evidences from mobile applications’ historical rating information. Specifically, after an application has been published, the users can download it and give rating to it. Even, user rating is one of the most important factors of mobile application advertisement. An application which has higher rating that attract more users to download it and which can also be ranked higher in the leader board. Thus, rating manipulation is also an important thing of ranking fraud.

2.3 Evidences Based on Review:

Besides the ranking and ratings, most of the application stores also allow users to write some textual comments or opinion as application reviews. Such reviews can reflect the personal thinking and usage experiences or opinion of users for particular mobile applications. Rather, review exchange is one of the most important factors of application ranking fraud. Specifically, before downloading or purchasing a new mobile application, users may first read its historical reviews or information for making their decision. If mobile application contains more positive or good reviews then it may fetch more and more users to download it. Therefore, the developer often post fake reviews in the leading sessions of a specific application in order to increase the application downloads, and thus jump up the applications ranking position in the leader board.
2.4 Aggregation of Evidences:
After considering such three types of fraud evidence, the next step is to combine all these evidences for determine ranking fraud detection. Indeed, there are many ranking and evidence aggregation methods, such as permutation based models [5], [6], score based models [3], [8] and Dempster-Shafer rules [2], [7]. However, some of these methods focus on learning a global ranking for all candidates. This is not proper way for detecting ranking fraud for new applications. Other methods are based on supervised learning techniques, which depend on the labeled training data and these are hard to be exploited. Instead, we propose an unsupervised method which is based on fraud similarity to combine these evidences.

Conclusion:
In this paper, we studied about the ranking fraud detection system for mobile applications. For that purpose we consider the leading sessions that are useful to identifying ranking fraud happened in leading sessions and gave a method for mining leading sessions. Then, we identified all evidences like, ranking based evidences, rating based evidences and also review based evidences for detecting ranking fraud. After this, we proposed an aggregation method to combine all these evidences for determining the fraudulent mobile applications.
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